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“At All Times Amenable to Them” 

The Hand Book for Georgia County Commissioners states, “All Government, of right, originates with 
the people, is founded upon their will only, and is instituted solely for the good of the whole. Public 
officers are trustees and servants of the people and are at all times amenable to them.” 

Open Discussion 

Many times the Board of Commissioner’s (BOC) meetings fail to tell the whole story. Sometimes it is due 
to limited time and agenda. Other times a promotional approach is utilized which may leave out negative 
details. The internet offers an opportunity to examine important topics in detail. (There is no three minute 
egg timer). This provides the opportunity to examine the facts before crafting a comment or question. 
Meriwether Industrial Park is an excellent topic. Through open record requests and asking pointed 
questions, we can have a frank and open discussion. This provides the citizens an opportunity to gather 
more details and the officials a chance to present a complete picture. After reviewing this document you 
may want to contact your commissioner. Contact information can be found on meriwetherawareness.com. 
Not only should questions be asked, your thoughts and opinions should be given. Government represents 
the citizens. It is our duty to clearly convey our viewpoint. At the same time commissioners should be 
reaching out to their constituents with information and for information. When was the last time your 
commissioner offered a district meeting? We should in turn attend BOC, IDA and School Board meetings 
as much as possible. 

Meriwether Industrial Park 

To my knowledge Meriwether County government has not provided a clear and concise description of the 
total investment Meriwether citizens have made towards developing Meriwether Industrial Park. A 
representative government should be completely transparent with its citizens. The following information 
was extracted from documents obtained through open record requests. 

Section 16.1 (a) of the second and current Host Agreement between Meriwether County and Greenbow 
LLC, dated 22 May 2007, describes a total payment by Greenbow LLC to Meriwether County of Seven 
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($700,000) annually for ten years  totaling Seven Million Dollars ($7,000,000). 
The original Host Agreement, dated 12 Apr 2006 and Master Development Agreement, dated 8 Nov 2006 
included 300 acres donated to Meriwether for independent development. The 22 May 2007 current Host 
Agreement rescinded the donated 300 acres, but added the Fixed Host Fees totaling Seven Million 
Dollars. Additionally the current Host Agreement left the development cost with Greenbow. Section 27 
describes how the Company (Greenbow) is seeking to develop within the contiguous parcels a mixed use 
planned community for industrial and commercial development. The paragraph ends with Meriwether 
County agreeing to cooperate through various actions and approvals, but not agreeing to commit, budget, or 
provide County funds or revenues to or for the Meriwether Park project. The current Host Agreement 
dated 22 May 2007, was signed by Charles Neely, Chairperson, Meriwether County BOC and Ernest 
Kaufmann, Managing Member/CEO Greenbow, LLC.  

Since 2011, Meriwether County and Greenbow/Greenfirst/Greenland (I’m not sure what name they are 
using this week), have amended the 2007 current Host Agreement with 3 or more Purchase Sales and 
Donation Agreements. These Purchase Sales Agreements are essentially Meriwether County using Fixed 
Host Fees to purchase tracts of land within Meriwether Industrial Park for industrial development. 

Annual Fixed Host Fees ($700,000.00/year) 

• 2010 – 2011. It is assumed the first two annual Host Fees of $700,000.00 were paid to Meriwether 
County during 2010 and 2011. No payment information was obtained. 

• 2012-2014. Purchase Sales and Donation Agreement dated 20 Sep 2011 uses a portion of 2012 
(amount not specified) plus ALL of 2013 and 2014 annual fixed Host Fees to purchase a tract of 
land for the Mando project. 

• 2012 Purchase Sales Agreement (Heading date of Dec 2011) purchase price of $400,000 for 20 
acres (included in Mando project) between Mack Reynolds and John Hardy Jones (sellers) and 
Meriwether County (buyer). It does not specify where the monies for the price of $400,000.00 
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came from. It could be a portion of the 2012 annual Fixed Host Fees. The Purchase Sale 
Agreement for this transaction stipulates Mack Reynolds and John Hardy Jones will retain all 
rights to six billboard sites along I-85 to include an easement for access. They will also receive all 
the revenue made from these bill boards. 

• 2015-2016. Purchase Sales Agreement, dated 27 Sep 2012, uses a portion of 2015 ($335,000.00) 
plus ALL of 2016 annual Host Fees to purchase another tract of land. The other portion of 2015 
annual Host Fees ($365,000.00) will be transferred to Meriwether Industrial Authority; use 
unknown. 

• 2017. It appears the 2017 annual Host Fee installment has not been earmarked to date. 

• 2018-2019. Purchase Sales Agreement, dated 14 Nov 2011, used All of 2018 and 2019 annual 
fixed Host Fees to purchase another tract of land; use unknown. 

 
Meriwether County has actively negotiated through Meriwether Industrial Authority agreements with 
Mando. According to the figures contained in the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between Mando 
and Meriwether County, the Mando project land purchase cost our county $2,840,000.00 with an additional 
$733,943.00 for preliminary site preparation. Additional incentives given to Mando include payment in 
lieu of taxes, (PILOT) which are on a sliding annual scale starting at 0% the first year, increasing 2% per 
year for the first six years, then 10% percent a year up to 15 years. The county also agreed to apply for a 
$1.5 million dollar grant to be used by Mando. The grant was awarded and forwarded to Mando. 
Additionally the county agreed to pay consultants for Foreign Trade Zone expected to be $10,000. The 
Mando expansion project (Foundry) site preparation costs are on going and not available, nor are any cost 
overruns from the initial project. See meriwetherawareness.com under open records for a copy of the 
MOU. 

The troubling aspect of this mega-deal by Meriwether government authorities is that it primarily happened 
behind closed doors in executive session, and with a great majority of the citizens unaware. The key person 
who worked on the Board of Commissioners and the Industrial Development Board was Nancy Jones. 
Apparently she negotiated the deal with Mando, Greenbow and the County. Gene King made a statement 
during a BOC meeting on September 26, 2012 as reported by the Vindicator, “that when the Mando project 
was announced he, as a member of the IDA, was unaware of it until it was announced.” My question is how 
much was Commissioner Jones authorized by the BOC to offer for land, how much for in-kind work, how 
much for incentives? If she did not have pre-authorization, what limiting oversight was used? “Public 
officers are trustees and servants of the people and are at all times amenable to them.” The Audit for 
the Meriwether Budget ending September 30, 2012 showed $843,813.00 expenditure for Industrial 
Development. This expenditure was not budgeted. This expenditure alone would require a tax increase! Did 
you know the county’s leadership was exceeding their budget by this amount? I only heard “jobs” and “in-
kind work”, but nothing about the true cost.  

The BOC conducted several meetings during August and September 2012 concerning a proposed property 
tax increase. The Board was unanimous in voting in the tax. I give them credit for allowing citizens an 
opportunity to voice their objections, but I felt throughout the meetings the outcome was already 
determined. A Vindicator article dated September 14, 2012 describes the Board answering a citizen 
question about using the host agreement funds in lieu of a tax increase. “The commissioners explained that 
the money being generated by the host agreement can not be used for general fund spending and can only 
be used for certain reasons. When asked how much it cost to develop the Mando project the Board 
explained “no money was used, but in kind labor and equipment equaling $733,000.00.” 

Both of the BOC answers above demonstrate how they talk around an issue. The bottom line is the money 
from the host agreements can be used for capital improvement within the county and is not restricted from 
use outside of Meriwether Industrial Part. The last answer is a bunch of hooey. The Board wants us to 
believe that utilizing public works employees and equipment for site preparation means no money was 
used. The last time I checked public works is funded by our general fund which in turn is funded by our tax 
revenues. The MOU between Meriwether and Mando, specifically states $733,943.00 for site preparation 
work, which the county calls in-kind (no money was used). Purportedly, there were also local heavy 
equipment companies working for free (?). The Meriwether budget ending 30 September 2012 showed 
$843,813.00 for Industrial Development. Remember this expenditure comes out of thin air. It was not 
included in the budget planning, and it was being paid from the general fund. (Our tax revenue dollars). 
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Finally, the minutes for the November 14, 2012 Meriwether Industrial Authority meeting contained the 
following entry. “Mr. Bruce O’Neal informed the board that McCoy Grading voluntarily offered a piece 

of equipment that the county did not have to assist with the county’s site preparation at Meriwether 
Industrial Park. In turn Mr. O’Neal stated the county would at a later date loan McCoy Grading a piece 
of equipment”. Is this type bartering permitted? Has any of the in-kind work performed at Meriwether 
Industrial Park provided favorable consideration for awarded contracts elsewhere in the county? Was the 
competitive bidding process considered or utilized? 

 

Other Areas of Concern 

Since January 2011 until present we have seen a concerted effort by our leadership to consolidate the 
sphere of influence within local government. Five months after assuming office as commissioner and also 
as Chairperson of the Board, Commissioner Jones took over the duties of acting County Administrator. She 
held the post for more than a year in violation of county ordinances. During the same time period and while 
negotiations were ongoing with Mando, Commissioner Jones also took over the duties of primary 
negotiator for the IDA. (There was no Executive Director at the time). She was then and is now, an IDA 
voting member. I have trouble understanding how her actions and presentations can be voted on by various 
boards she either chairs or is a voting member of. This is a conflict of interest. She voted for her own 
agenda. 

Recently the BOC nominated Bruce O’Neal to the IDA, even though he is the acting County Works 
director and the Water and Sewer superintendant. Additionally he supervises and oversees all county work 
and in-kind work in Meriwether Industrial Park. 

The Handbook for Georgia County Commissioners, fifth edition dated 2010, gives clear guidance 
concerning simultaneous holding of governmental positions. “Such conflicts stem from common law 

doctrine of incompatibility of offices or the express prohibition in state law against any person holding 
more than one county office at a time. The underlying public policy concern is that an officeholder’s 
performance should not be influenced by divided loyalties. A conflict exists when one office is 
subordinate to another or is subject to its supervision or when duties conflict leading the official to 
prefer one obligation over another. If the official in one capacity supervises or reviews his or her 
functions or performance in another capacity, common law incompatibility exists even if there is no 
direct supervision or control of one position over the other.”  Every additional position held by one 
person eliminates one more level of scrutiny. This practice of one person doing various jobs simultaneously 
within our county government could expose the county to more litigation. It appears the protocol for 
avoiding conflict of interest has not been followed. 

The following was an infringement on our election process which has always been a cornerstone for our 
democracy. After the primary election in July 2012, there was disapproval from some within the 
Commissioner’s chambers when former Sheriff Steve Whitlock lost his re-election bid. There was an 
immediate knee jerk reaction to nominate a young deputy as an independent candidate for Sheriff. The 
nomination petitions were hastily distributed, often without following protocol. In an effort to maximize the 
number of required signatures, Chairperson Jones and Commissioner Clark both signed their spouses’ 
signatures on the petition in addition to their own. District Attorney Peter Skandalakis referred to this, as a 
“Technical Violation”. Georgia Code refers to it as a “Felony”. It is purported that Commissioner 
Whitlock (former Sheriff Steve Whitlock’s brother) played a role in getting the petitions distributed at the 
Commissioner’s chambers. Somehow a recording was made public of a voice mail to Steve Whitlock from 
his brother Larry Whitlock requesting a nomination petition be sent to the commissioners chambers so 
Nancy can sign for herself and Gary, her husband. A retired GBI agent should recognize this as conspiracy 
to commit voter fraud. Someone who negotiates millions of our dollars should also have enough savvy to 
know better than to sign someone else’s name on an official nomination petition that is certified. I think 
these questionable tactics displayed after the primary election results may also be an indicator of 
disingenuous actions by some of the Commissioners during the budgeting process for the new Sheriff’s 
Office. 
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The county budget for October 1, 2012 to September 30, 2013, was developed by the BOC during August 
and September 2012.  The BOC voted to raise taxes and reduce the budgets of most departments. The 
figures reported by the Vindicator dated September 14, 2012 were $13,131,165.00 reduced to 
$12,335,346.00, a difference of $795,819.00. (Almost pays for the Industrial Development budget over-
expenditure.) The article describes how with a 9.4 percent reduction plus the property tax increase the 
county hopes to eliminate borrowing from the TAN (Tax Anticipation Note). Many reasons were given, but 
little was mentioned about the ongoing site development costs at Meriwether Industrial Park. When you 
add up the millions of Fixed Host Fees exchanged for land, the cost of site prep and the lost revenue by 
deferring/abating taxes, you have to question what total investment the county is making for industrial 
development. Additionally, the county currently owns several hundred acres zoned industrial outside of 
Meriwether Park. Most of it appears to be near Greenville. 

The county still borrowed 2.6 million this year. During the Mar 12, 2013, BOC meeting it was revealed the 
county has already spent $700,000.00 in capital expenses for Public Works vehicles, fire equipment and 
ambulances. The Fixed Host Fees alone would go a long way towards eliminating the ongoing TAN. 

The Sheriff has three budgeted accounts he manages. During the last two fiscal year budgets ending 30 
September 2011 and 2012, the former Sheriff Steve Whitlock was budgeted a total of $3,246,060 and 
$3,229,298 respectively. He exceeded these budgets by $220,532.00 and $136,659.00 respectively. The 
BOC budgeted Sheriff Smith $2,968,869.00 for the current fiscal year. (Bill Gregory, the County Financial 
Director provided this figure during a meeting in his office). Additionally, the former Sheriff used three 
months of this year’s budget, which included $41,699.03, paid as accrued comp time on or after October 1, 
2012. (Comp time is unbudgeted and considered over-expenditure). Sheriff Whitlock was allowed 29 
deputies and 25 jailers through December 2012. When Sheriff Smith took office, the BOC/County 
Administration dictated 25 deputies and 20 jailers. Former Sheriff Whitlock left office exceeding his 
allotted portion of this year’s budget. No actions from the BOC were taken towards preventing this or 
amending the budget to start Sheriff Smith’s inherited budget on a fair and even keel. The best figures I can 
come up with in all the flurry of budgeting numbers is the BOC reduced the new Sheriff’s budget from the 
previous year by $260,429.00. Sheriff Smith will get the job done, but he started with far less operating 
funds than were used the previous two years. Was the BOC’s budget reduction for the Sheriff’s Office 
prudent? It appears the BOC may be focused more on land acquisition and industrial development than on 
our public security and safety. The audited budget ending 30 September 2012 showed a drug forfeiture 
balance of $456,023.00. Sheriff Smith received a small portion of that money, a little over $30,000.00. 
Does this sound disingenuous to you? Did former Sheriff Whitlock have the community’s welfare in mind 
when he depleted the fund? Did he deplete the fund to prevent his predecessor from using them due to sour 
grapes?  

The Meriwether Detention Center (jail) is a glaring example of poor planning and neglect. (See 
Meriwetherawareness.com for photos of before and after recent renovation.) During recent years a lot of 
hype was given for building a new facility that ranged from Nineteen Million to Twenty-Eight Million. The 
appointed jail committee spent $25,000.00 to hire a firm (Precision Planning, Inc.) to develop construction 
plans and costs. Precision also included tactics for how to sell the idea to the general public. When 
government is raising taxes, cutting budgets by 10 percent, using limited resources for industrial site 
preparation and spending millions purchasing land, they shouldn’t be planning a facility that cost twenty- 
eight million dollars. I’m still amazed that all five 2012 Commissioners endorsed the original plan. 

One has to ask, was the jail left in poor condition to artificially amplify the requirement for a new facility or 
was it inept management? I noticed the Grand Juries were guided through the deplorable facility and 
always made a recommendation for a new facility. The error of not maintaining the jail may end up costing 
the county huge legal fees with liability for settlements due to neglect. During the last part of December 
2012 the County was sued in federal court by inmates claiming inhumane treatment and deplorable 
detention center conditions. In the newspaper Nancy Jones placed the burden of the lawsuit on the voters 
for denying the SPLOST referendum. I think that was a mistake on her part. The inhumane treatment was 
never addressed by the former Sheriff. That problem was corrected beginning January 1, 2013 when the jail 
came under new management. Sheriff Smith continues to make renovating the facility a top priority and has 
done a remarkable job with help from Bruce O’Neal and Public Works’ employees, plus 8 inmates. This 
has bought our county the time for reasonable planning and funding. (See Meriwetherawareness.com for 
photos of before and after recent renovation.) 
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During a Commissioner’s meeting on December12, 2012, outgoing former Sheriff Steve Whitlock was 
honored by naming the Sheriff’s training facility after him. The minutes from this meeting contain the 
following excerpt: “The commissary account was in existence prior to Sheriff Whitlock and has been in 
the red due to incorrect coding. Last year the Auditors reported we needed to pay what was owed to the 
account and open a new account. The request is to pay $26,490.60 from the Jail Fund to cover the 
expenses and close the commissary account.  The mistakes in coding were ongoing due to the way the 
person was trained years ago. Motion was made by Emmitt Clark and seconded by Vice Chairman 
Whitlock to allow the Finance Director and Administrator to close the account and pay $26,490.60 from 
the Jail Fund. All were in favor. This will clear up the account before the new Sheriff begins office. For 
the existing inmates $3,500 must remain in an account. All were in favor.” No one asked why a jail fund 
of over $26,000.00 wasn’t previously used to clean up and maintain the jail. No one asked how an account 
that was in existence for more than 12 years could suddenly go in the red due to outdated training of a 
sheriff’s employee. These types of errors can easily mask criminal activity and need much closer scrutiny 
then a wave off answer. Hopefully, if credible evidence is discovered the District Attorney, Peter 
Skandalakis, will put away his bucket of whitewash and launch a credible investigation. 

The same minutes also contain this excerpt: “For twelve years Sheriff Whitlock has made numerous 

upgrades to County facilities including computer programs, remodeling of the Administration Building, 
building the training center, shooting range, and the lake which is used for an annual fishing rodeo for 
kids. Motion was made by Frank Buce and seconded by Emmitt Clark to honor Sheriff Whitlock by 
dedicating and naming the Training Center the “Steve Whitlock Training Center”. All were in favor.” 
No one asked why former Sheriff Whitlock failed to maintain the jail. No one mentioned the two existing 
lawsuits, or the huge legal fees. No one mentioned using $26,490.00 from the much needed Jail fund to pay 
a mismanaged Commissary fund. No one mentioned 12 years of consistently exceeding budget. No one 
asked if cutting the new Sheriff’s budget for 2012-2013 by more than $260,429.00 was prudent. No one 
knew about the class action lawsuit that was filed the next week. All they needed to know was the 
condition of the jail. I guess being in the know is asking too much. When one looks at the overall actions by 
the BOC and the outgoing Sheriff in the later half of 2012 it looks as if they were attempting to set the new 
Sheriff up for failure. They drastically reduced his budget, depleted his jail fund and most of all they 
handed him the keys to a jail facility that was not acceptable for human habitat. (See 
Meriwetherawareness.com for photos of before and after recent renovation.) 

There is a reasonable limit of how much a Tier One county with a population of approximately 22,000 can 
afford to invest towards industrial development. The county has other major needs that have been 
unfulfilled and neglected such as the jail, or properly supporting the current Sheriff’s Office. There are also 
community improvement programs such as Streetscape in Greenville, the Welcome Center in Warm 
Springs and the Rails to Trails initiative that have received little or no assistance from the county. The BOC 
and IDA appear to devote too many resources towards Meriwether Industrial Park. They have failed to be 
completely forthright with the allocation of funds. They have also failed to evenly spread the county’s 
limited resources by going well beyond a prudent investment plan for industrial development. The 
developers/landowners involved in Meriwether Park are most likely laughing all the way to the bank with 
their new found fortunes. 

The last area of concern involves hidden cost. I’m hopeful that industrial development may eventually help 
improve the economy, provided we can overcome the initial investment. However, it will also increase 
services and infrastructure costs. Will our new industrial owners pay their share? I think it is inappropriate 
for government to entice industry by offering revenue bonds, land, site preparation and tax relief to large 
corporations when small businesses in Meriwether are required to purchase their own land and pay all 
taxes. 

A good example of how there can be hidden cost is our county’s airport expansion project. When the 
project first developed it involved a $500,000.00 land purchase from a private citizen, and approximately 3 
million dollars in various grants from the FAA and the state. This seemed a slam dunk, except there are 
numerous airports located on the periphery of Meriwether County that offer more runway and services. The 
county is less than two hours from the world’s busiest airport. Now we have 5,000 feet of nicely paved 
runway, and acres of grass to maintain. I was in the Commissioner’s chambers when Bruce O’Neal said 
that due to the extra mowing, the county will need another tractor. Also the county will have to maintain 
the runway and markings, along with the empty T-hangars that are waiting (and waiting) for renters. The 
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county also saw a golden opportunity to purchase the large hangar for possible use by a Fixed Base 
Operator. Since October 1, 2010 the airport has accrued $583,875.00 in expenditures with no apparent 
income. I did not factor in maintenance costs or the in-kind work. Nearby airports do not report a profit 
margin. In hard times, this type of government growth and speculation should be put on hold. Not only did 
Meriwether unwisely spend our limited resources, the Federal Government unwisely funded the three 
million dollars in grants. I add this to my understanding of why the Federal debt keeps sky-rocketing? 

I feel our local government has not been amenable to WE the people. The BOC and IDA may think they 
have wisely invested, but I question this forced sacrifice by our citizens during hard times. The 2007 Host 
Agreement between Meriwether and Greenbow provided a cushion during these hard times. Since 2011 the 
BOC has gutted this cushion by exchanging much needed Fixed Host Fees for industrial land without 
providing a clear explanation of why and how they did it. The returns on investment will take many years 
while the county continues to struggle economically. The nearly ten percent reductions of county services 
due to the budget reduction will leave a scar. The recent tax increase only added to the burden. 

The SPLOST was defeated last November because of the recent tax increase and a sense by the voters that 
something wasn’t right. Upcoming scheduled elections will do a lot towards replacing the current 
leadership with individuals who will focus on Meriwether County. I also hope within the next few weeks a 
clear SPLOST proposal will be made that the citizens will find appealing. The jail should be a main 
requirement. It is now sanitary and habitable, but the structure has major issues and code shortfalls. This 
time the referendum should contain a realistic jail project in the range of 4 to 5 million dollars along with 
other projects in the county that focus on improving our number one industry…tourism. 

Thank you, 

Bill Coffee 

Luthersville, GA 
Meriwether Citizens Awareness Group (MCAG) 
 
The following referenced documents can be viewed on MCAG’s website: meriwetherawareness.com 
 
Current Host Agreement and four purchase sale agreements. 
IDA meeting minutes 
BOC minutes are available for viewing in bound books located in the County Clerk’s Office. 
The Vindicator maintains a library of all previous editions. 
 
 

Final Questions 

(1) What Fixed Host Fees, as outlined in Section 16 of the Host Agreement dated 22 May 2007, have been 
paid to Meriwether County?  

(2) What Fixed Host Fees, as outlined in Section 16 of the Host Agreements dated 22 May 2007; have 
Meriwether County Commissioners or Industrial Authority utilized as payment for land purchase? 

(3) Will the addition of jobs for Meriwether residents bring in more revenue than the lost tax abatement 
revenue? 

(4) Will Mando pay school taxes? According to the Handbook for Georgia County Commissioners, most 
counties do not include school tax abatement as an incentive for industry. It appears school tax 
abatement was included with the Mando project. 

(5) What is the cost for site preparation by Meriwether Government to include the BOC, the IDA and any 
other factions within our county government for the land tracts purchased from 
Greenbow/Greenfirst/Greenland from Jan 2011 until present? 

(6) How much of these site preparation funds come from Meriwether County’s general funds which are 
supported by our tax base? 

(7) What is Meriwether County’s definition of in-kind work? 
(8)   Was any private company paid by Meriwether County for site preparation work without going through 

the competitive sealed bid process? 


